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DESERT ROSE

I H A D A LWA Y S
SUSPECTED THAT
PHOTOSHOP had a
big role to play in those
electric images where the
sky was wonderfully blue
and the cracked earth
stretched away to the
horizon. That was until I
stood in the Little Rann of
Kutch myself, in the midst
of the same vast expanse
broken only by salt pans.
It was clearly nature not
nurture that had created
this backdrop over which
the rare Indian wild ass and
pink lesser flamingos roam
freely. I have gone back
there a few times and stayed
at both the Desert Coursers
at Zainabad, owned by
the charismatic Dhanraj
Malik, and the somewhat
plusher Rann Riders at Liza Golden photographed
Kutch for the March 2014
Dasada, which got me the in
issue of Bazaar India
best access to this area, its
local Rabari artisans, and
the lively Sidi musicians whose roots lie colourfully bedecked and tattooed camels,
across the ocean in Africa. From here, I and the gorgeous women in swirling skirts
took day trips to see the Nalasarovar Bird and clinking bangles that ran up their
Sanctuary, the stunningly built Sun Temple entire arms. We took a detour to watch
and adjoining geometric bath at Modera the vegetarian jackals of the region feed on
and the beautiful step well at Patan called rice near the temple Kala Dungar as they
the Rani Ki Vav, featuring intricate designs have done for more than 400 years. And
then there was that aha moment when the
and sculptures.
Driving down perfect ribbons of road to driver braked suddenly to let a herd of wild
the Great Rann of Kutch 133 kms away horses glide across the road, manes flying
to the northwest, I was enchanted by the and hooves kicking high. Nothing prepares

you for the sheer beauty of
that sight.
At Dhordo, where the
tent village as well as the
round Kutchi Bhunga
huts of the Toran resort
are located, we (along
with hundreds of other
tourists!) experienced
hefty slices of the local
culture, handicrafts, and
food. Golf carts and ATVs
took us into the salt desert,
which, though pristine
white, was teeming with
people and criss-crossed
by tyre tracks. I had to
walk several kilometres
away from the hubbub to
feel a vestige of tranquillity
and timelessness. And
that didn’t last long as
loud whistles and hoots
signalled that everyone had
to get off the salt plain soon
after sunset.
This wasn’t quite the way
I had wanted to connect
with the Rann. Which
is why I asked around to
find a different way to
experience it. Many people mentioned a
certain Ramjibhai, but it was hard to pin
them down to a specific address. Finally, we
set off in the general direction of Chobari
village in the Bhachau district, 176 kms
away, where people said this man had
special access to the desert. Getting there at
dusk, I found a village that had already gone
to sleep. We drove around in the dark and
luckily found someone who could tell us
where to go. Ramjibhai Meriya’s homestay
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MAGIC IN
THE MOONLIGHT

Explore the region of Kutch in Gujarat, from its
astounding salt desert to beautiful indigenous
art and craft forms

wasn’t operational then, but he generously
opened his home to us. We were served a
delicious al fresco dinner as we sat on rope
stools around a fire. The accommodation
was the most basic you can imagine. But, of
course, we weren’t there for the amenities;
I was all agog to enter the Ekal Rann.
Almost close to midnight, we got into
Ramjibhai’s little hatchback. As he raced it
through silent village roads and came out
onto a pitch dark plain with wet mud that
squelchily trapped the car’s tyres, I start to
question whether this was actually going
to be worth it.
Our matter-of-fact guide suddenly
ordered us outside the car. He gestured
to us to follow him. Our collective mood
was sombre as we trudged into the sheer
darkness at midnight. The India-Pakistan
border, just about 25 kms away to the
north, added to our anxiety. Sordid scenes
from Salman Rushdie’s Midnight’s Children
that were set in this region rose to the
surface of the mind.
Gradually, the ground beneath our feet
changed. From the texture of a million
mudpies, it took on the sound and feel of a
crushed Oreo cookie milkshake. As I shone
a torch around my feet, I realised there were
sparkles! Things really started looking up
when the clouds moved away from the face
of the full moon. The steady moonbeams
lit up the salt-encrusted expanse around
us brightly enough to see that there
was nothing to see! Just vast stretches of
absolutely pure whiteness broken only by
our own footprints.
I veered off on my own, my footsteps
crunching on the salt flats becoming
almost hypnotic. I stood still. Silence.
Complete and absolute. A sparkling sea
of salt as far as my eyes could see. A white
mist descended from the east. A demoiselle
crane rose into the night sky on graceful,
muted wings. In the distance, a lone light
shining out of the swirling nothingness
reminded me that I was still on Earth. My
mind and body felt at peace, centred and in
tune with the universe like nowhere else I’d
ever been. It was called exploring the Ekal
Rann but it was really me getting in touch
with my soul.
By Priya Pathiyan

ARTISANS OF
THE HEARTLAND
MOST OF MY TRAVELLER
FRIENDS who have been to Kutch have
gone there for the white sand deserts of
the Great and Little Rann. But Kutch is
also a repository of indigenous art and
craft, most prominently Ajrakh printing,
Bandhini tie and dye, batik, hand
embroidery, and lacquer and wood work.
I was driven to the region by my
interest in its textile crafts. It helped that
the villages I wanted to visit were within a
hundred kilometres of each other.
Ludiya, a couple of hours from the
main town of Bhuj, was my first stop for
the day. That small village of just a few
hundred inhabitants was a riot of colours:
The garments worn by the women and
the fabrics being embroidered by them,
their glass and silver jewellery, and the
paintings in floral and geometric patterns
on the external walls of the bhungas
(traditional round houses of Kutch).
None of the women paid any attention
to me as I walked around; they were busy
with their embroidery, heads bent, hands
going up and down in a steady rhythm.
They were on the front porch of their
own homes, with all the space needed to
spread out the cotton fabric—typically a
bedspread or quilt—being embellished.
In other villages, too, I found women
engrossed in the same activity. Later,
when I visited the Kala Raksha museum
at Sumrasar village I understood the
region’s rich craft traditions, and how

each community had its own motifs and
techniques. The permanent exhibit here
explains why women embroider, and the
types of embroideries. For instance, the
most common is the Rabari work of the
nomads, using small mirrors of various
shapes on a dark cloth. There are other
styles like Suf, Khaarek, Paako and Mutava,
distinguished by the kind of stitch.
The next morning, I headed to Nirona
village to see an entirely different kind of
work with textile: Rogan art, practised
only by Gafoorbhai Khatri’s family for
over three centuries now. With its roots in
Persia, Rogan art is believed to have come
to this region over four centuries ago (the
word rogan itself meaning ‘oil’ in Farsi).
The paint is viscous, made of castor seed
oil, to which natural dyes are added. The
art is intricate and painstaking, each cloth
taking over a month to finish. The paint
is applied with a long, blunt needle called
‘kalam’, and motifs are mostly floral.

Most of these are family occupations,
still carried out in the confines of a home.
About 30 families here create lacquerware,
which means colouring hand-carved
wooden items with resin from trees. My
last stop was the home of the copper
bell maker from the Lohar community,
originally from Sindh, whose heavy bells
are tied to the necks of cattle—a rural
Indian version of Swiss cowbells.
Many of these craftspeople sell to
tourists from their small workshops; not
surprisingly, I left the village laden with gifts
in the form of lacquer ladles and roughly
hewn bells. I was happy to be taking back
a tiny piece of this land’s rich heritage. ■
By Charukesi Ramadurai
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